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May 4th, 60a.H

WORDS of OUR BELOVED PROPHET
Our Beloved Prophet was in Lo s Angeles a few days ago
and the fifty local Raelians were so happy to welcome
him in their brand new meeting room, a room donated
by Marcella and Ralph. Sage Ali the Regio nal Guide was
right to be proud of the achievement of his local team
who dedicated time to prepare the first meeting roo m in
the US. The LA Raelians have something special to
achieve, they were told so during the speech that o ur
Beloved Prophet delivered o n this o ccasio n.
(on the picture here with Marcella who donated the
room)
You can listen to him no w o n www.raelradio.net
Here are a few excerpts taken from notes:
America is a country of dreamers, we all know abo ut
the American dream. It could be sometimes a nightmare. This co untry is about dreams,
this city and Hollywood is a dream. The coming seminars will be about dreams, how to
become po werful dreamers.
I am sure you all have a dream, the dream to meet the Elohim. But to meet them is
nothing, what is important is the message they give you. So me people believe we love
UF Os. It is like meeting a Japanese person and telling him that you love Toyota. There is
so much more in the Japanese philoso phy and culture than a car.
We love the spirituality o f the Elo him, it is more impo rtant than UFOs. They gave us a
message that is here to change o ur life. This is why we are together, to talk abo ut their
love.
Humanity needs more spirituality. America needs more spirituality. They have a go d here
that is mo ney, money, money. This is well illustrated by the Reality show “You’re fired”. I
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have seen the show and right after I must say, I tho ught that Satan was right. There is no
compassio n, no love in “you’re fired”. My plan is to do a Reality show where we will have
young people gathered to find the best way to help the planet and to tell them, once they
are successful: “ yo u’re enlightened”, much better than “you’re fired”.
America needs more spirituality and I am happy to see that more and mo re mo vies are
about philo so phy. I dream to be the director o f my own mo vie, a movie about the
messages, one day. We all dream of that.
To meet the Elohim, yes, but for what?
They gave us a message saying there is no god, no soul, we have been created in a
labo ratory and science is lo ve and love is science, we must be friendly with all living
species, whatever they look like. There are civilizations out there watching us and they
certainly don’t want to land here since we are still killing each other because of skin colo r.
They are too afraid to come here J
You came here, yo u chose to be here, because you feel you can do something with the
messages. I am not alone anymore.
I remember my first co nference in Geneva where I had to hire a woman in the street to
help sell the tickets at the entrance of the conference so that I could pay the room. I
remember my first visit to New York with the book. I thought it was THE book and that
they would take it right away. They kept o n asking who my agent was. I remember my
first visit to LA. Philippe Lambro was there to help me. I was so happy, an American
working in the film industry. I tho ught there would be a movie done within two years after
my visit J
Today we have this room, it is a beginning. It means that there are people who want to
be to gether, we have a team.
You are part o f a team which will make a huge impact o n Humanity. Yo u are with me at
the right time, at the right place.
Many people want me to disappear. If I disappear, you have the messages and yo u know
what to do with it. There is no other hope for Humanity but us.
So we are starting here with a little place while the big cathedrals are getting empty and
transformed into night clubs in Europe. But the hearts and minds o f the Raelians are full.
The o ther religions have lost the fire. They only have traditions.
One day we will remember
this first little room in LA.
I t w i l l be pa r t o f u s
fo rever. This is a histo rical
day.
It is all about a love sto ry,
a love story with the
Elohim, with Infinity, a
love that is not creating
blindness like with an
almighty go d but a love
telling us we are equal. A
love telling you that you
are gods and should
behave like gods and give
love to the people around
you.
I lo ve yo u, the Elo him love
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you, feel it everyday o f your life.

RAELIANEWS, a new video on display…

an interview with J udge
Tosti, this exemplary man who has been condemned because he refuses to judge under
a crucifix in Italy.

RAELRADIO.net…. don’t forget to listen to our science reports and much more

ACTIONS… WE COUNT ON YO U
RAEL LAUNCHES CLITORAID TO HELP AFRICAN WOMEN TO GET THEIR
CLITORIS BACK
Rael who had launched the CLITORAID project a while ago, has decided to promote this
association to help collect funds to help African women to get their clitoris rebuilt. This
operation costs $500 per person, but that amount could represent two year’s salary for
some women there so it is not accessible for them.
RAEL asks all Raelians to help finance the return to pleasure for these African women
which will, at the same time, help those who are practicing the female circumcision to stop
their dirty business as publicity will be done around this surgical reconstruction of the
clitoris that have been cut by the primitive and barbarian knifes of the circumcisers.
This humanitarian action can also help the promotion of the Movement so we encourage
all local Raelian chapters to promote Clitoraid with pamphlets, public manifestations, press
releases, etc...
Banemanie, Bishop Guide in Burkina Faso, applied right away when she learned
about the possibility of having the surgery in Burkina Faso and it has been now
six weeks since she had been operated on.
(on the picture, Banemanie is on the left and Abi on the right)
Here is what she is telling us:
After the announcement of the
possibility to have clitoris rebuilt by the
Doctor Lankoande, OBGyn, Abi and I
went to see him on March 18th. It had
been a memorable day for me, I got my
clitoris back. I am so proud, I am totally
cured. I have here in my panty a little
ball starting to move when I think of it,
hihihi, what a pleasure, I am so proud!!!

To tell you my story, I was circumcised at the age of 13.
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One morning, four women arrived at my place. My elder sister woke up very early that day
and made the water boil on the fire. When the women arrived, my sister asked me to go
and give the soap to the old woman in the toilets. So silly of me. I ran there to do it fast
and once in front of the toilets, two women took me by the arms and put me down on the
floor. One was seated on my belly holding my two wrists on my chest, the two other ones
were holding my feet and the old one was in the middle and they circumcised me.
It took me two months to cure. I had to stay for the whole time at the old woman’s place
and my sister was bringing me food there. After being cured, I was allowed to go back to
my family.
It is a story that I tell my children and grandchildren as, “we can forgive but we cannot
forget” as our Beloved Prophet says. Nothing can remove this memory from my brain.
Maybe, one day, with science, we’ll have the possibility to remove bad memories, it is a
beautiful dream for me.
To have our clitoris brought back *, we had a local anesthesia so we had no pain. It takes
six weeks to cure completely. We are at our fourth week now and we are almost healed.
The Guides supported us all the way through, especially Lamane. Thanks to you all.
The cost of the operation is 166,100 FCFA ( around US$300) in the clinic where we went.
We need about $100 of medication and a few more expenses for travel and first
examination. Altogether, the cost is US$500. This amount is quite high for most of the
women in the country. But we need to do something as they didn’t ask to be circumcised!!
Unconscious people took their pleasure from them!! Imagine all the young girls who are
dreaming to do it, they cannot afford it at the moment while the government is spending a
huge amount in political campaigns! We have to denounce that.
Also this should also help to stop the women who do circumcision as if they see that what
they destroy can be rebuilt, hopefully they will stop doing it!
Viva L’amour
Banemanie
No one should accept that thousands of women are deprived from the pleasure that has
been given to us by our Creators, the Elohim. It is unbearable to imagine young women,
by hundreds, thousands, beeing tortured nowadays. It is unbearable to know that millions
of women ignore what orgasm is as we have to remember that women’s orgasms are at
more than 90% reached thanks to the clitoris.
We Raelians must do something.
Thanks to these doctors, we can change the situation and give their dignity, their
femininity back to thousands of women in Burkina Faso and the countries around that
have been touched like the North of Ivory Coast, Mali, Nigeria....
Let’s raise the fund to help as many as we can, it is within our reach.
The association Clitoraid is based in the US. The gathered funds will be sent to “femmes
de coeur”, a Burkinabe association that Banemanie started and that will organize the
treatments locally. You can organize fund raising in your community/region, do garage
sales, whatever ideas you can come up with. Let’s restore Elohim’s creation J
A website should be online in a few days, where you can do paypal donations,
www.clitoraid.org
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If you want to send cheques or money orders, make them out to Clitoraid’s name and
send them to the following address: Clitoraid, 9435 W Tropicana Ave, #102-141, Las
Vegas, NV, 89147
USA
Thanks to you all!!!
NB: your contribution to Clitoraid is not related to the fees paid to the Movement as a
member.

FATWA OF LOVE
We told you about the launch of a fatwa of love towards the Gay communities in the
Middle East and towards the Ayatollahs that are asking for their death in the most terrible
way.... Here is the postcard that you can use to express your love to Ayatollah AlSistani....
The format here may not be the best for printing but you can also download it for print on
our website www.raelianews.org.
If you receive this newsletter through our yahoo-groups list, you will receive a printable
version of the postcard in the following email.
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PRESS RELEASE OF THE WEEK
KOR EA PUNISHED BY TH E ELOHIM
After the scandal of the cloning event of Dr Hwang Wo o-suk and many others, the arrest
o f the Chairman of Hyundai Motors is another scandal bringing shame o n Ko rea and the
Korean government. This is, as announced in the Elo him's Messages, the punishment to
Korea for denying access to The Maitreya Rael, Messenger of the Elohim the Creators of
Mankind.
Sadly many more terrible events will affect Korea soon and the Ko rean reputation, and for
a long time unless they remo ve the access interdictio n of our spiritual leader Rael, fo under
o f the Raelian Movement, without any reason and apologize for the unexplainable denial
o f access and the insult o f the expulsio n fro m Ko rea.
The Korean go vernment is the only o ne in the wo rld to deny access to His Holiness RAEL,
the Maitreya. It is so surprising that all o ther countries in the world, even those supposed
to have non demo cratic governments do not deny access to the Leader o f the Raelian
Church. Korean people sho uld ask their officials why it is so . The answer is very simple:
the Catholic Church in Korea has a strong influence o n the Korean go vernment due to
heavy lobbying even if the Catholics are not a majority in Korea.
His Holiness Rael is also asking from no w o n all Ko rean Raelians to get involved in politics,
contact their local representatives and try themselves to be elected in order to remove the
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interdiction o f access o f their religious leader and counter the negative influence of the
Catholic Church, by asking fo r equal treatment o f all religions and stopping religious
discriminatio n especially against the Buddhists who are a majo rity in Korea but are much
less influential than the Catholic autho rities due to less aggressive lobbying.
The Prophet RAEL said : "I prophetize that, as described in the Messages from o ur
Creato rs the Elohim, the punishment of the Elohim will continue to hit Ko rea and Ko rean
o fficials with many mo re scandals to come, and natural and unexplainable catastro phes."
But he adds that compassio n and fo rgiveness from the Elohim are always ready if the
denial without any reaso n of access to Ko rea fo r His Holiness Rael their Holy Messenger is
remo ved.
A few years ago (on August 2nd, 2003) following a decision by the then Health & Welfare
Minister Kim Hwa-Joo ng, His Holiness Rael who was expected to preside over a convention
in Ko rea attended by hundreds of followers from all over Asia was denied access at Seoul
airpo rt and sent back to Canada having even to spend the night in a waiting room at the
airpo rt which was an unforgettable insult fo r any spiritual leader.
Refer to the following article :
http://edition.cnn.com/2006/BUSINESS/04/28/hyundai.arrest/index.html

Europe : Spring seminar on the Embiez Island...
By Pierre Gary, responsible for teaching in Europe

Almost 200 Raelians from all parts of Europe came from April 14th to April 17th on the
Embiez Island, in the South of France for a four-day Raelian seminar.
Happiness, consciousness, sensuality, emotion, creativity, foolishness, laughter,
enthusiasm were the words circulating amongst the flowers and the birds of the hedonistic
scenery and mainly in the mind of the participants.
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Consciousness

Consciousness starts with listening.
Did you ever ask yourself why you are
listening to someone? Are you looking
to comfort your own convictions, to
get confirmation of your opinion, to
get reassurance of your own thinking?
Are you listening to find something
new? In the first case, if you are
looking for confirmation, you are a
prisoner of your thoughts and hence of your past. When you listen to discover, then you
are free, without obligations, without expectations.... Listen as you contemplate, listen as
you keep silent in front of a marvellous landscape, listen with all your attention given to
the speaker, to let yourself impregnated by what he wants to communicate... Lots of the
participants listened for 4 days... and they felt love, femininity, beauty, refinement and the
revolution in the heart of all.

Happiness
To be free, we must revolt against our inner dependence, break the chains that have been
wired in us by the system, society, cultures and religions.
Happiness is like a blue sky. It is in us forever, no need to search for it elsewhere. One
only needs to remove the clouds that hide it so that it can push us into action.
With a zest of serenity and our strong conviction, the group becomes stronger than the
sum of its components... and the Embassy is within reach of our coordinated fingers, isn’t
it so Gerard?
J

Creative Diffusion

These four days enabled us to add creativity in our
diffusion. A new diffusion style was tested on the
island by one of the video teams. Five individuals
interested by our philosophy attended one of our
evenings.
Internet : Considering the importance of diffusion
on the Internet, a contest was organized to
determine the most revolutionary blog.
The first blog was created on April 1st, 59a.H.,
since then 41 more have been born and today, 65
406 visitors discovered our philosophy thanks to
these blogs. The winners of the contest were: 1
William Borowsack, 2 William Jeanneau, 3 Clémence Linard.
Revolutionary T-shirts were also created. For pleasure, here are a few of them:
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Enthusiasm ...

Our old continent is full of youth and the last day of this seminar was a festival of
enthusiasm.... Following the explanations of Marcel on the last discoveries on population
genetics that confirms a little more that the world is getting ready for the Messages....
Enthusiasm with Kimbangu’s speech: “At first I dream my philosophy while meditating and
then in front of my computer, I can diffuse it around easily!”
We are now winning poster contests like Nathalie Eméfa with the poster on Femininity.
More and more people are showing interest in the Movement in France. In less than a
year, thanks to all these blogs and the efficient Fabien, thousands of Internauts came to
visit our sites, download our books, ask questions, take appointments... well, by the way,
how many people were coming to conferences fifteen years ago?
Scientists are changing also. Five years ago
they were in favor of strong laws ruling cloning,
stem cells production and biotechnology in
general. Today they are winging, asking for a
change in the law so that they can catch up
with their peers in neighboring countries. They
also publish articles saying that the BigBang
doesn’t exist, that life could be created by
Human Beings, that there could be a message
in our DNA from extraterrestrials.... go and read
“Sciences and Avenir of March, you will find
them all.... and in the RaelScience’s article,
everyday!!!
Singularity is getting closer and science is always in sync with our philosophy, we are just
a little in advance LOL!!
The intellectual and artistic people are helping us too. Two new Honorary Guides were
nominated within one year. Even if the last one, Onfray, deosn’t like us much, he is quite
pro-Raelian considering his anti-god philosophy. He is helping Humanity to get out of the
religious grip. He is a true ally!
There is youth everywhere, in our motto, our ideas, our posters, our creativity on the
Internet, our videos... And look at you, feel the youth in you, the little 7 year old human
being... we have never been that young!!
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We can still hope and dream. We can even dream to find the square kilometer land for our
fathers and build the Embassy in Europe... why not?!!!

... It has been a beautiful seminar, announcing many more even better, especially the
ones coming with our Beloved Prophet, from July 30th to August 6th in Slovenia for the
French version, and from September 30th to October 7th in England for the English
version. We are waiting for you there!!
Until then, have a great diffusion timeJ

In Quebec : Spring seminar.

By Samantha

We just had a great seminar in a beautiful location in the countryside. We started on
Saturday morning with a game: to decode messages related to the positive events that
happened for the Movement since last August, worldwide. It was good to connect to a
global vision, as our beloved Prophet teaches us.
In the afternoon and on Sunday morning, we had workshops organized by several Guides.
And on Sunday afternoon, we had the great joy and privilege to hear Mehran Sam and
then our planetary responsible for teaching, Daniel Chabot, who talked to us about the
importance to be philosophically in shape.
He explained that we need to train to acquire a great philosophical shape and seminars
are the opportunities to come and get in shape. Raelians are very sensitive people. It is
this sensitivity that enables us to admire the beauty of the creation of the Elohim, to be in
harmony and feel Infinity, to understand the importance of the Messages, etc.
It is also because of this sensitivity that we can be hurt in fights, if we are not fit
philosophically. We need to learn how to deal with it and seminars are the best
opportunity to go back to the basis of the teachings where you will find the keys to find
the right balance between this huge sensitivity and the philosophical performance we need
to demonstrate when we are in the diffusion arena.
Raelians are like Formula I cars, i.e, a combination of high performance and high fragility.
You must have noticed that the slightest contact with a formula I car makes it blow into
pieces while a usual car, if being hit, can be slightly damaged but still run miles.
We are philosophical Formula I with high performance and a high vulnerability. This is why
we need to take care of ourselves, to keep in shape and apply the teachings of the
Messages. The path of our mission is long and seminars are here to help us keep in shape
and grow.
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Daniel reminded us that the keys to be happy are to laugh at oneself in order to stay
open. Harmony is a huge science, it is everywhere in creation, it isn’t random.
We need to have a discipline of pleasure to put our consciousness above laziness and it is
good to check our basic balance and practice the keys of the teachings on a regular basis
(meditation, fasting, AOM, breath with consciousness, eat well, drink water, exercise, etc).
Thank you Daniel and Mehran, dear Guides, for your teachings, your commitment and
your love.

IN KOREA, Great worldwide success
By Toy

Today was great! Our Angel team was great!!
We are very proud of
them!!
Today, this afternoon, from
2:00 pm to 4:00 pm, the
Korean Raelian Movement
held the "Hugging Festival"
with
a
catchphrase
"Hugging
instead
of
Violence" to express values
of
femininity
while
promoting love and peace,
against war and violence, at
the Insa street located in
the center of Seoul, Korea.
Five partly nude Angels performed very elegant and sensual dances in the street. All the
Raelians and non-Raelians participating in the event enjoyed the pleasures, dancing and
hugging together.
There were only unconditional love, peace, big joy, acceptance and refinement...
We were so touched in our
deep-minds.
Not to mention, Korea's so
large and famous medias,
including
KBS(Korea
Broadcasting
System)
Television,
YonHap
News
agency(Korea's first ranking
news
agency)
and
Newsis(second news agency),
Joongang
Daily(Korea's
second Newspaper), Donga
Daily(
third
newspaper),
HanGook Daily came to cover
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and report Our Hugging Festival. and they showed deep interest in the performance.
After that event, the first article appeared on the Yonhap News with a variety of sensual
and beautiful photos. We selected a few for you here
They were also published in many newspapers in the world, in Switzerland, in Thailand, in
Holland…. Beautiful girls giving love, squeezed on a page between the war in Iraq and
explosives in Rotterdam… Love and peace actions in the news, this is our mission.
Congratulations dear Jina, Miso, Jasmin and all of you in Korea for this beautiful action.
A video of the event will be online soon.

COLOMBIA
By Alan Rojas

Thanks to all the letters received from all the Raelians of the World for the lawyer who
initiated a request to the State to legalize human cloning in Colombia, the most important
daily newspaper in Colombia has referred to us as the only religious group who has
supported this lawyer. An almost full page article gave importance to this request.
The Colombian Raelians initiated actions for such support and we took this opportunity to
give Rael’s book “Yes to Human Cloning” to the Colombian Court so they may have the
religious, scientific and philosophical arguments and come to a favourable judgment in
that respect. The lawyer sympathizer to our movement also received the book “Yes to
Human Cloning”.
And at the same time, another even more passionate debate opened up to accept cloning
for the possibility of eternal life through memory transfer.
In his interview with the most important daily paper in Colombia, the lawyer added: “OUR
COUNTRY MUST BE AN EXAMPLE TO THE WORLD and must say yes to human cloning and
yes to eternal life”.
The Constitutional Court is in a real legal confusion now that the arguments of Dr. Jairo
Ruiz have been convincing.
If the request ends up being successful and cloning is approved, it will be a true pleasure
to have Clonaid laboratories in Colombia.
We are waiting for you BRIGITTE J

SRI LANKA
Kotaro, the National Guide for Sri Lanka, held a huge conference that had more than forty
attendees. Eight books were sold and the conference was met with enthusiasm and a
great deal of interest by everyone!! After the conference, two students of the Electronics
Polytechnical university were so excited about what they heard that they wanted to know
more and met privately with Kotaro. The next day, there was a big article about the
conference in the second largest morning newspaper!
Kotaro is already planning for his next big event. He plans to put ads in the local
newspapers in Singhalese (the local language) announcing his next conference date which
should greatly increase the number of Sri Lankans who will come! He also is planning to
put Singhalese ads for Maitreya Rael’s books in local newspapers on a monthly basis to try
and sell more books.
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Kotaro enjoys doing diffusion all by himself in a foreign land, much the same way that
Maitreya Rael started out! Different languages, cultures and personal backgrounds are no
obstacle...he reaches out with love and the Message and welcomes all who will listen.

An article by Brent, published in the UK
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